Welcome

Have you ever thought “The church should really . . .”? Or “I could really get into a ministry that . . .”? The church needs dreamers and people with a vision. Our early pioneers dared to dream big dreams for God and He blessed their efforts. This month we feature several items on dreaming big for God. Alex Bryan shares the importance of dreaming big in his book *The Green Cord Dream*. Nathan Brown has written *I Hope* to challenge you toward Jesus-centered Adventism.

Maybe, you are looking for something that motivates you or someone you love. *Changed 3* will show you where the power to change comes from. You can learn more about Jesus by learning about His brother in *James the Brother of Jesus*. Our new book for kids will give them a strong foundation in God’s word with *We Can Trust the Bible*.

We also have some new music and artists for you to enjoy. Long-time, favorite artists the King’s Heralds have a new album, *Wake Up Church*. As do Pam and Jimmy Rhodes who just released *Redeemed*. With a mix of old and new songs, Rick Foster and Jonathan Roth want you to know that *Faith is the Reason*. Bill Norton brings quiet relaxing music in *September Evening*.

---

**The Green Cord Dream**

In 1842, fifteen-year-old Ellen Harmon had a dream. “[The angel] handed me a green cord coiled up closely. This he directed me to place next to my heart, and when I wished to see Jesus, take it from my bosom, and stretch it to the utmost.” Alex Bryan believes that the Adventist movement can have a bright, prevailing future, but we are at a critical time. The challenges are significant. We need bold and beautiful dreams emerging from every generation and locality. We need *Green Cord Dreams*. We need The One. We need Jesus. Paperback, 128 pages. US$12.99.
James, the Brother of Jesus

James, the Brother of Jesus paints a soul-stirring picture of a Savior unafraid to risk doing the unexpected in order to redeem His family through all time. From gifted author, Trudy Morgan-Cole, readers will see Jesus in a new light—through the eyes of a skeptical older brother who ultimately becomes the head of the church. Paperback, 320 pages. US$19.99.

Faith is the Reason

The hope of this album is to convey the message our hope and trust should not be in this world, but only in Jesus and the cross. Faith Is the Reason intersperses 14 familiar hymns with five original compositions including “El Gozo Es Mio”, and the title track. Audio CD. US$15.98.

I Hope

A collection of editorials, essays and stories to encourage your faith, challenge your life, grow your church and change your world from one of the most provocative and challenging Adventist writers of this generation. I Hope is a call to Jesus-centered Adventism. Paperback, 128 pages. US$12.99.

September Evening

September Evening features ten songs influenced by many genres of music... from traditional, to Native American, to Hispanic. This album is perfect for playing on a quiet Sabbath afternoon or in the background at a dinner party. Audio CD. US$9.98.

Changed 3

Changed is a book designed just for you. Changed is the kind of book that everyone over 12 and under 25 should read and share with their friends. This is a book that will make you laugh and cry, smile and shake your head, and ultimately make you a real person with a real life but completely Changed, inside out! Enjoy it. Quantity pricing available. Paperback, 191 pages. US$9.99.

Redeemed

This multitalented husband and wife team alternate thirteen vocal tracks with instrumentals on this release. Song titles include “Jesus Loves Me,” “Under His Wings, and eleven more. Audio CD. US$15.98.
We Can Trust the Bible

We Can Trust the Bible is the latest addition to the "What We Believe" series for kids. It reinforces the truths of the Bible and the authenticity of its message as verified down through history. And it teaches kids that the Bible is God's Word and that it can be trusted. Paperback, 80 pages. US$12.99.
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